Maths
Measure and compare mass

PSHE

English

Use the four operations with mass and capacity

Health and wellbeing

Making predictions, Story writing (retell) Spellings, Inverted commas

Describe position

Being healthy: eating, drinking, playing and
sleeping

Postcards, Non-chronological report, Diary Entry, Following and Writing

Describe movement and turn

Instructions

Temperature

Feelings; mood; times of change; loss and bereavement; growing up

Computing

Books

Logging on to a computer device

The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch

Typing using keyboard

At the Beach
Memories

Adding captions to pictures of the seaside

Velveteen Rabbit

Geography
Geography focus on the different seaside locations in the UK;

Comparing Bolton to the seaside
Identify the human and physical features of Bolton
Identify the human and physical features of the seaside
Name and locate the four countries of the UK
Name the capitals of the UK
Name the seas surrounding the UK

Science
The Secret of Spiggy Holes

The Matchbox diary

Elfa and The Box of

Plants
Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants
Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy

Year 2
Summer Term
Curriculum Map

History
History focus with a focus on identifying changes
within living memory (the last 100 years) focusing
on:
toys, food, a day in the life, music, keeping in touch
with other people .

Physical Education

Art & Design Technology

Religious Education

Music

Co-ordination with equipment
Agility and reaction

Making a 3D beach scene: Design
products and create using a range of
materials

What is the ‘good news’ Christians
believe Jesus brings?

Using visuals to create and compose
seaside sounds.

Static floor balance

Building structures

What makes some places sacred to
believers?

Evaluate

Food; making sandwiches

Drivers: Healthy Pioneers

Avid Adventures

World Citizens

Confident Communicators

Creative Minds

Values: Happiness Em pathy Am bition Respect Resilience Tolerance Self Confidence

